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1. Its coauthors are the unheralded Siegfried Engelmann and Elaine Bruner. Customer reviews that Amazon allegedly
didn't want you to read contained statements like: "When you pick this one up, you'll wish you never had to put it down!"
"Dick and Laura said it was safe to read as long as I wasn't trying to chew anything at the same time." and "It's great
reading for when you're curled up in your hidey-hole, waiting for Mr. Rove to tell you it's safe to come out." Part of
McGraw-Hill's Reading Mastery II Series, FfP, name this children's book which famously riveted the attention of
George W. Bush in a Florida classroom on the morning of September 11, 200l.
Answer:
The Pet Goat (accept My Pet Goat, not strictly correct but how most sources reported the title)
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2. A graduate of Texas A&M-Kingsville and Miss Corpus Christi USA in 1998, she has shown her stage acting chops in
such works as What the Rabbi Saw and Hot Tamales Live. She played a psychic in the CBS movie The Dead Will Tell and
won an ALMA award for playing Isabella on The Young and the Restless. While her run as Detective Gloria Duran on
L.A. Dragnet was short-lived, she's shining in her second ABC prime-time role. FfP, name this actress who plays
gardener-loving Gabrielle on Desperate Housewives.
Answer:
Eva Longoria
3. Recent covers of this song include a haunting but faithful version by Holly McNarland·,an R&B version by Lil' Kim,
and a punk version by Prophecy21 heard during ESPN's baseball coverage. The famous drum interlude is mimicked in a
house ad on VH-1 Classic. While Eminem helped propagate the urban legend about a real-life drowning in "Stan", the
song is actually about the singer's divorce. A key track from 1981 's Face Value, this is, FfP, what Phil Collins breakout
hit?
Answer:
In theAir Tonight
4. A seventh-round pick by the Bears out of USC in 1981, he was the team's top punt returner in the early '80s, but was
on injured reserve for the Super Bowl season. Buddy Ryan took him under his wing and added him to his Eagles staff in
1986 and by 1988 he was the NFL's youngest defensive coordinator. Stops with the Rams and 4gers followed, and he
joined his current team in 1994 as an assistant. He was promoted to head coach later that season, replacing Jack Pardee,
and hasn't looked back despite playing in three different cities during his tenure. FTP, name this only coach in Tennessee
Titans history.
Jeff Fisher
Answer:
5. He drives an Acura NSX and his girlfriend is Raquel, the daughter of Monster Joe., We first see him jotting down notes
in a hotel suite before heading out to Toluca Lake to oversee his task - to clean up the remains of Marvin over at Jimmy's
house. That will prevent a Bonnie situation and save Jules and Vincent from the cops. Best known for the quote, "Let's
not suck each other's ****s just yet," this is FfP, what Marcellus Wallace "problem solver" in Pulp Fiction, played by
Harvey Keitel?
Answer:
Winston Wolf (also accept The Wolf)
6. The potential TV series about her life that may include her time as a cognitive psychology major at Penn. Just a few
credits away from a Ph. D., she moved to Montana with her husband Ben in 1992. That's when she started honing her
craft thanks to her brother. In 1994, she went professional, earning $70,000 that year. Ten years later, she won her first
World Series bracelet and the $2 million Tournament of Champions. FfP, name Ben Affleck's poker coach, sister of
Howard Lederer and queen of the"poker circuit.
Answer:
Annie Duke
EDITOR'S NOTE: Annie 'sfather, Anguished English author Richard Lederer, once played in a Mensa Bowl run by your
genial quizmaster. He said nice things about the questions, even after his team lost in the first round.
7. Areas on the game board included an auto mechanic's garage, the gym, a beach and a burger joint/teen hangout.
Squares you could land on included "cruisin' ," "sumthin' to do," "hey nerd!" and "drag." Part of the game board "track"
was in the base of the game box and the game included a chance device. FfP, name this board game played in lieu of
strip poker on Friends, which allowed players to pick up cool points and to party with the Fonz.
Answer:
The Happy Days Game
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8. Born in Southern Rhodesia, this professor of medical law at the University of Edinburgh is vice-chairman of the Human
Genetics Commission. He co-founded "The Really Terrible Orchestra" in which he plays the bassoon and his wife plays
the flute. Author of more than 50 books, he recently finished Crushed Strawberry, the first book in a new series featuring
detective Isabel Dalhousie. FTP, name this Scot best known for his novels about Precious Ramotswe, proprietor of
Botswana's No.1 Ladies Detective Agency.
Answer:
Alexander McCall Smith [EDITOR'S NOTE: Yes, "Smith" is sufficient. That's why you guess.]
9. It temporarily interrupted the reign of Mariah Carey's Music Box when it debuted atop the album chart in February
1994. Special vinyl editions of this work were packaged with SAP, an EP originally released in 1991. The acoustic sound
was much different than songs heard on the Last Action Hero and Singles soundtracks as well the 1992 top-10 album Dirt.
The first EP to top Billboard's Hot 200 and featuring the songs "I Stay Away" and "No Excuses," this is, FTP, what Alice
in Chains album.
Jar of Flies
Answer:
10. Players to hold this distinction in a dubious manner include Mike Piazza in 2000, Kenny Lofton in 2002 and Jorge
Posada in 2003. Braves who have done it include Keith Lockhart in 1999, Mark Lemke in 1996 and Otis Nixon in 1992.
Edgar Renteria has done it twice - in a negative fashion in 2004 and in a positive manner in 1997. This distinction has
been a positive one in '97, 1991, 1960, 1993 and 2001. FTP, name this Fall Classic honor also shared by Gene Larkin,
Bill Mazeroski, Joe Carter and Luis Gonzalez.
be the last batter in the World Series
Answer:
11.
Chattanooga's episode was about three murders at the "blue hole", a mountain swimming area favored by beerdrinking locals. Because the killer made his fortune inventing a new part fOf tow trucks, the International Towing and
Recovery Museum featured heavily in that episode. Palo Alto's story involved the murder of local teacher Christine
Fitzhugh, whose husband killed her to cover up the fact that she'd had another man's child. Other cities featured include
Providence, New Orleans and Biloxi. FTP, name this A&E documentary series, now featuring Keith David who
succeeded the late Paul Winfield as narrator.
Answer:
City Confidential
12. This Michigan grad was an accomplished sculptor and teacher at the Rhode Island School of Design when a meeting
with his wife's friend David Macaulay got him started on his current career track. He struck gold with his first book The
Garden of Abdul Gasazi, which won a Caldecott Honor in 1980. Other books include The Mysteries of Harris Burdick,
Zathura and The Wreck of the Zephyr, plus two that have become movies. FTP, name this children's book author and
illustrator of Jumanji and The Polar Express.
Answer:
Chris Van Allsburg
13. It's been a bad 18 months for this man. He broke an orbital bone after getting hit by a puck during a game for SC Bern
in Switzerland during the lockout. When he returned from major injuries midway during the 2003-04 season, his team
went into freefall and missed the playoffs. Those injuries, including a broken jaw and tom knee ligaments, came from a
fatal high-speed car accident for which is he facing criminal charges. FTP, name this star-crossed Atlanta Thrashers
winger.
Dany Heatley
Answer:
14. He rejected a 1999 bill that provided disaster relief after a tornado, calling it "malarkey." In 1997, he proposed a bill
ending anonymous HIV/AIDS testing. In 2003, he was chairman of the Presidential Advisory Council on HIV and AIDS.
He once implied that blacks were genetically inferior and wouldn't live long enough to collect Social Security. Oddly
enough the quote "Lesbianism is so rampant in some of the schools ... that they'll only let one girl go to the bathroom."
didn't hurt his 2004 campaign. FTP, name this U.S. Senator-elect from Oklahoma.
Answer:
Tom Coburn
15. News of the lead singer's broken heart appeared in the Soho Tribune, so to ease his pain, he goes on a world tour.
Among the stops are the Tropicana, where the singer loses his heart; Paris, where he probably broke some laws with a
menage a trios; the Seventh Veil; the Body Shop; the Marble Arch; Fort Lauderdale, more specifically, the Dollhouse; and
Atlanta, more specifically, Tattletails. FTP, name this celebration of women and strip clubs by Motley Crue.
Girls, Girls, Girls
Answer:

16. The 1994 sequel features Molly Shannon as Traci and stars The o.c. 's Melinda Clarke as Savannah. The 1988
original features supporting roles from Screamin' Jay Hawkins, Herve Villechaize, and Milla Jovovich, a surprisingly
good tum from Kristy McNichol, and mailed-in performances by Oscar winners Burl Ives and Louise Fletcher. The story
is about a Southern debutante April, who runs away from her semi-arranged marriage for a fling with a well-built carnival
worker. FTP, name this Zalman King erotic film starring Richard Tyson and a blonde and often naked Sherilyn Fenn as
the forbidden couple.
Answer:
Two Moon .Junction
17. This show aired its last original episode on December 9, 1978, with the usual guest trotting out a new line of clothing.
More than a year previous, the show featured such Halloween costumes as Johnny Space Commander, Invisible
Pedestrian and Johnny Human Torch. Its original airing featured such bad Christmas gifts as Teddy Chainsaw Bear and
Bag 0' Glass. FTP, name this SNL sketch starring Jane Curtin as talk show host Joan Face and Dan Aykroyd as sleazy
entrepreneur Irwin Mainway.
Answer:
Consumer Probe
18. Lesser-known team members in 2004 include Jurgen Van den Broeck, Robbie Ventura, Manuel Beltran and Dave
Zabriskie. Max van Heeswijk is one of the team leaders at many minor events, while Floyd Landis, Victor Hugo Pena and
Jose Azevedo were key components in the team's biggest win of the year. Veteran George Hincapie has been an anchor
along with its most prominent member. Changing its name to the Discovery Channel team in 2005, this is, FTP, what
Lance Armstrong-led cycling squad?
Answer:
U.S. Postal Service
19. A varsity cheerleader at Riverdale and North Clayton High Schools outside Atlanta, she started in the business by
writing for Mya and performing for the group Hearsay. She went then solo and was signed by Jazze Pha to his Sho Nuff
label after just a couple of recording sessions. That led to her breakout dance hit, which was produced by Lil Jon and
sounds a lot like "Freek-A-Leek" by Petey Pablo, who's also on the single. FTP, name this "First Lady of Crunk & B"
who burst on the scene in 2004 with the song "Goodies."
Answer:
Ciara Harris
20. Smaller roles in this film include Estella Warren, who fakes a pregnancy in order to extort money; Paul Sorvino as a
heroin-addicted lounge singer, who is replaced by Joey Fatone when he dies. Ron Livingston plays a "new Vegas"
consultant who tries to tum the Shangri-La into a resort, while current owner Shelly Kaplow tries his best to keep the old
Vegas alive, including keeping Bernie Lootz in his titular role by hiring a waitress to romance him. FTP, name this film
starring Maria Bello, Alec Baldwin and William H. Macy as the casino's bad-luck charm.
Answer:
The Cooler
21. He spent time on the California senior tennis circuit after retiring from acting in the late '70s. But during the height of
his career, he appeared in such films as Golden Needles and Three the Hard Way, and used his martial arts skills in Hot
Potato, Black Samurai and Black Belt Jones. Those movies came after his breakout role as the afro-wearing Williams in
Enter the Dragon. FTP, name this blaxploitation actor who shares his name with an ESPN golf announcer as well as a
Hall of Fame Bills quarterback.
Answer:
Jim Kelly
In this work, the author provides three basic bits of advice: 1. Believe in yourself. 2. Believe in God. 3. Be really
22.
stubborn. These bits are evident over and over again in the work that chronicles a lonely childhood, which includes being
abandoned by the author's father, bullied by other students, and getting much support from the author's mom and close
friends in-North Carolina before and after he reached superstardom. FTP, name this recently released memoir of the ragsto-riches story of Clay Aiken.
Answer:
Learning to Sing: Hearing the Music in Your Life

23.
Topics recently broached on this show include making cheap sneakers, bulimia, cutting, interracial lesbian kissing
and coming out of the closet. The eight characters are the annoying Wooldoor Sockbat, Internet legend Spanky Ham,
Pikachu clone Ling Ling, Betty Boop clone Toots Braunstein, gay video game hero Xandir, sassy Foxxy Love, beautiful
racist Princess Clara and the clueless Captain Hero. FTP, name this Comedy Central "reality" show about cartoon
characters living under the same roof.
Answer:
Drawn Together
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1. Trivial Pursuit is neither trivial nor a pursuit ... discuss among yourselves, and then identify the different editions of
America's favorite trivia game from descriptions FTPE.
a. Billed as "as much fun as reading and maybe more!" this version of Trivial Pursuit features 2,000 questions on subjects
ranging from Mother Goose to Edgar Allen Poe.
Answer:
Trivial Pursuit: Book Lovers Edition
b. This edition includes topics like the Battle of Helm's Deep and Rivendell. The game includes four collectible pewter
tokens and special advanced fan game play rules.
Answer:
Trivial Pursuit: Lord of the Rings Movie Trilogy Game
c. Icons for this edition include a lava lamp and a cell phone. Categories include Movies, TV, Music, Sports/Games, Buzz
& Fads.
Answer:
Trivial Pursuit: DVD Pop Culture Edition
2. Oh, those wacky Buckeyes. Answer these questions about recent incidents at Ohio State FTSNOP.
a. (5) This running back, who played just one season for the Buckeyes, is now alleging that he received cash and cars from
head coach Jim Tressel.
Answer:
Maurice CIarett
b. (10) This former men's basketball coach, who was fired this spring over payments to a recruit, is suing the school for
wrongful termination.
Answer:
Jim O'Brien
c. (15) Following in the footsteps of Maurice Clarett is this current starting tailback who was suspended one game for
allegedly passing fake in-house strip club currency to a dancer. He was later cleared of the charges.
Answer:
Lydell Ross
3. Identify these Asian Americans who have appeared on reality TV FTP each.
a. Arguably the most successful Asian American on reality TV is this San Diego-based comic who told the same five
jokes about his Vietnamese family to win the original Last Comic Standing.
Answer:
Dat Phan
b. This Virginia grad seemingly finds way to survive being fired on The Apprentice despite much incompetence and an
unfortunate first name, at least in The Donald's eyes.
Ivana Ma
Answer:
c. One of the first Asian Americans on reality TV was this Real World: Seattle alumna, who fainted while smoking a
cigarette atop a mountain in Nepal.
Answer:
Janet Choi
4. Just in time for the holidays comes a glut of greatest hits collections. Given the name of a collection, identify the artist
on a 5-10-20-30 basis.
a. My Prerogative
Answer:
Britney Spears
b. Lest We Forget
Answer:
Marilyn Manson
c. Words & Music
Answer:
John Mellencamp
d. 50 Number Ones
Answer:
George Strait
5. Given a line from Airplane!, identify the actor or actress speaking it FTP each.
a. "I think I picked the wrong week to stop sniffing glue."
Answer:
Lloyd Bridges
b. "Oh stewardess, I speak jive."
Answer:
Barbara Billingsley
c. "This? Why I can make a hat, a brooch, a pterodactyl."
Answer:
Stephen Stucker
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6. Interested in learning to read? Have you bought America (The Book) yet? Super. FrPE, given clues, identify the
people, places and things as described by the Daily Show's guide to democracy inaction.
a. His presidency is described by Harvard Schlessigner Professor of History Steven Colbert as a taint --literally, the part
of a man's body between the scrotum and the anus. Colbert finishes summing up this president's career by saying "I hate
[him.]"
Answer:
Warren G. Harding
b. They appear nude in the book, prompting Wal*Mart to remove America from its shelves. You can restore their dignity
by cutting out outfits provided and dressing them as you would paper dolls.
Answer:
the U.S. Supreme Court Justices
c. The contest between these two individuals is commemorated by a pullout poster that bills the match as "The Thrilla in
Vanilla." Name both FrP.
Answer:
John Kerry and George Walker Bush
7. For five points each, identify the golfers the question writer saw playing together at the 2004 Tour Championship.
a. Two of 2004's major winners were paired in the second round. One won the PGA Championship and ran away with the
money lead. The other won his second U.S. Open in '04 and rallied to win the Tour Championship.
Answer:
Vijay Singh and Retief Goosen
b. One intriguing pairing was the one of the journeyman Texan who won the 2004 British Open and the veteran South
African he defeated in a playoff to win the title.
Answer:
Todd Hamilton and Ernie Els
c. Another coincidental pairing was of these two left-handers who aren't Phil Mickelson. One took the 2003 Masters title,
while the other, a Kentuckian, has two tour victories, including the 2004 Colonial.
Answer:
Mike Weir and Steve Flesch
8. Identify these nationally-ranked competitive eaters who recently competed at the Krystal World Hamburger Eating
Championship in Chattanooga FTPE. (I don't mean they were competing FTPE- unlike us, they had cash to play for.)
a. Winning the contest with a whopping 67 burgers in eight minutes was this 130-pound Japanese powerhouse who has
won the Nathan's July 4th Hot Dog Eating Contest four years running, but is dogged by rumors that he purges afterwards.
Answer:
Takeru Kobayashi
b. Finishing a distant 2nd was this South Korean immigrant, a lOS-pound woman; real name or nickname acceptable.
Answer:
Sonya Thomas or the Black Widow
c. Finishing third was this Nevada man, nicknamed the Locust, who once ate a half gallon of chili in 10 minutes. His wife
Carlene is also a nationally-ranked competitive eater.
Answer:
Rich Lefevre
9. Cockpits! Booby traps! Golly, Pop, it's the Venture Brothers! For 10 points each:
a. Give the first names of the Venture twins.
Answer:
Hank and Dean
b. Name the Venture family's mullet-headed, musclebound, womanizing bodyguard.
Answer:
Brock Samson (either first or last name alone acceptable)
c. The Ventures' chief nemesis is this neurotic would-be supervillain, who was raised by insects but kept throwing up
when he tried to share their meals of milkweed leaves.
Answer:
The Monarch
10. Identify these actors who appeared in Ray, who aren't Jamie Foxx, FrP each.
a. One of the biggest epiphanies in the film is this actor's portrayal of record exec Ahmet Ertegun, since it seems to be a
long way from playing Booger in the Revenge of the Nerds films.
Answer:
Curtis Armstrong
b. This rising African-American actor, who starred in Dead Presidents and Menace II Society and played Frankie Lyman
in Why Do Fools Fall in Love?, plays another musician - this time, a young Quincy Jones.
Answer:
Larenz Tate
c. This actress, who got her start on 227 and gained renown for playing Cuba Gooding Jr.' s wife in Jerry Maguire, plays
Margie Hendricks, one of the Raelettes with whom Ray Charles had an affair.
Answer:
Regina King

11. Time to play the sample game. Answer these questions about current chart-toppers and their samples FTPeach.
a. Yes, Eminem's "Like Toy Soldiers" does sample the similarly named "Toy Soldiers" by this '80s artist
Answer:
Martika
b. Chipper Jones may be happy that Ozzy Osbourne's "Crazy Train" was sampled by Trick Daddy for this 2004 single.
Let's Go
Answer:
c. This Houston rapper sampled heavily from the video game Pac-Man for his 2004 hit "Game Over."
Answer:
Lil' Flip
12. Answer these questions about those shows within pro wrestling shows FTP each.
a. The first and still the best ofthe pro wrestler interview vanity projects is this mid-'80s WWF show in which the host hit
Jimmy Snuka with a pineapple and saw Andre the Giant turn heel on Hulk Hogan.
Answer:
Piper's Pit
b. One of Brutus Beefcake's crowning achievements was this show that saw the Rockers break up when Shawn Michaels
kicked Marty J annetty through a window.
Answer:
The Barber Shop
c. Currently carrying the torch for wrestler interview shows is this Raw segment starring Chris Jericho.
Answer:
Chris Jericho's Highlight Reel
13. For 15 points each, identify these Carl Hiaasen novels by their two-word titles. If you need a clue about unrelated
works that share the title, you'll get 10.
a. (15) Characters include investigator Mick Stranahan, an incompetent plastic surgeon, and a disfigured hit man
nicknamed "Chemo."
(10) Songs with this title that alludes to revealing attire have been performed by Chicago, the Ohio Players, and the
Donnas.
Skin Tight
Answer:
b. (15) In Hiaasen's Florida, a hurricane threatens, a camera-wielding newlywed vanishes, and a crooked building
inspector attempts occult rituals.
(10) It's the title of a jazz standard written by Koehler and Arlen, which has been performed by Frank Sinatra, Billie
Holiday, and Ella Fitzgerald.
Answer:
Stormy Weather
14. 20 years ago this fall, NBC's original must-see TV lineup of The Cosby Show, Family Ties, Cheers, Night Court and
Hill Street Blues came together. Answer questions about the shows that got shuffled aside to make room for this
powerhouse lineup FTP each.
a. Surprisingly, The Cosby Show was the final piece of the Thursday night puzzle in 1984. It replaced this Nell Carter
show at the prime-time leadoff spot, which was sent to lead off Saturday prime time.
Answer:
Gimme a Break
b. Both Family Ties and Night Court moved to their respective Thursday night slots earlier in 1984 after both spent time
on Wednesday nights following this long-running sitcom based in upstate New York.
Answer:
The Facts of Life
c. For half a season in fall 1983, the lead-in to Cheers was this sniggering sitcom starring Teri Copley as the buxom
housekeeper for a couple of New York bachelors, one played by Matt McCoy of the later Police Academy films.
We Got It Made
Answer:
15. It was like a senior citizens' convention in Athens as some of the top female Olympic gymnasts were actually in their
20s. Name some of them from clues FTP each.
a. This 25-year-old Russian diva fittingly cried foul when she finished second in the women's all-around to Carly
Patterson.
Answer:
Svetlana Khorkina
b. One of two 20-somethings on the U.S. team was this 25-year-old former UCLA star who gained attention by getting
financial support from Pamela Anderson.
Answer:
Mohini Bhardwaj
c. The other 20-something American was this 26-year-old former member of the Cuban national team who won silver in
the vault in Athens just slightly over a year after tearing her ACL.
Answer:
Annia Hatch

, 16. Identify these new products from your favorite soft drink manufacturers FTP each.
a. Like everyone else, 7-Up joined the low-carb craze, offering this drink sweetened by Splenda that has a berry flavor.
Answer:
'-Up Plus
b. For all intents and purposes, this Mountain Dew product, sold only at Taco Bell, is the original Dew flavored with lime.
Answer:
Baja Blast
c. Both Coke and Pepsi have released drinks this year that have half the carbs and calories of their originals. Name them
both for five points each.
Answer:
C2 and Pepsi Edge
17. Answer these questions about gambling shows on TV FTP each.
a. The Travel Channel has hit ratings gold with this alternative to ESPN's World Series of Poker.
Answer:
World Poker Tour
b. This channel has gotten good results with the World Series of Blackjack and Celebrity Blackjack, as well as Extreme
Dodgeball.
Answer:
GSN or Game Show Network
c. Airing from the Marcy Projects, contestants on this show include Grits, Phuck Yu and Ashy Larry.
World Series of Dice (from Chappelle's Show)
Answer:
18. Given an actor and some clues, identify the movie he was filming at the time of his death FTPeach.
a. One of the most tragic deaths in mQvie history involved veteran actor Vic Morrow being killed in a helicopter accident
for this 1983 film directed by Steven Spielberg, John Landis, Joe Dante and George Miller.
Answer:
Twilight Zone: The Movie
b. Years of hard drinking caught up to Oliver Reed, who died in 1999 of a heart attack while filming the role of Proximo
for this Oscar-winning film.
Gladiator
Answer:
c. It's been 10 years since John Candy died of a heart attack in Mexico while shooting this film co-starring Richard Lewis
about settlers who just didn't like the Wild West and wanted to go home.
Answer:
Wagons East
19. Name these musical acts with connections to Evanston, illinois, for the stated number of points.
a. (5) Before moving to Seattle, this Pearl Jam lead singer was born in Evanston.
Answer:
Eddie Vedder
b. (10) This '90s alternative group, best known for the songs "Positive Bleeding", "Sister Havana" and the cover of "Girl,
You'll Be a Woman Soon", first formed at Northwestern.
Urge Overkill
Answer:
c. (15) This Northwestern alumna got her first break in Chicago singing with the funk group Bumpus but earned critical
acclaim in 2004 with her debut album Happenstance.
Answer:
Rachael Yamagata
20. Identify these NBA teams who mayor may not have gone to the well too often in stocking their rosters FTP each.
a. At one point in 1997, this team featured four members from the 1996 NCAA champion Kentucky team - players Tony
Delk, Walter McCarty, Ron Mercer, and head coach Rick Pitino
Answer:
Boston Celtics
b. Former top-three picks and Duke alums Elton Brand and Jason Williams aren't on the team anymore, so this team used
two of its 2004 draft choices on fellow Blue Devils Luol Deng and Chris Duhon.
Answer:
Chicago Bulls
c. Before trading Al Harrington to the Hawks this summer, this team had three players who were first-round picks directly
out of high school.
Indiana Pacers
Answer:

21. Last month marked the 30th anniversary of singer Nick Drake's death at 26. However, his music and spirit have lived
on, especially in recent years. Answer these questions about his works FTP each.
a. Drake's resurgence was due in part to a Volkswagen ad that featured this song, the title track to his 1972 final fulllength album.
Pink Moon
Answer:
b. The song "Northern Sky" plays during the climactic reunion between Kate Beckinsale and Jon Cusack in this film.
Answer:
Serendipity
c. This artist covers four Drake songs: "Saturday Sun", "Way to Blue", "The Day Is Done" and "Time Has Told Me" on
the album Prologue.
Answer:
Elton John
22. Given a list of celebrities, identify the Muppet movie in which they all appeared FTP each.
a. F. Murray Abraham, Ray Liotta, Rob Schneider, Kathy Griffin, Andie MacDowell, Hulk Hogan
Answer:
Muppets From Space
b. Jack Warden, Peter Ustinov, Diane Rigg, John Cleese, Robert Morley, Charles Grodin
Answer:
The Great Muppet Caper
c. Brooke Shields, Elliott Gould, Liza Minnelli, Linda Lavin, Dabney Coleman, Ed Koch
Answer:
The Muppets Take Manhattan
23. If you think your high school reunion is/was awkward, try writing a book about it and your classmates. Answer these
questions on related books FTP each.
a. In 1975, the book What Really Happened to the Class of '65 was released, chronicling the "where are they now stories"
of a number of students from an L.A.-area high school. It was co-written by these two authors: one, now a conservative
movie critic, the other a writer of numerous Olympics guides and the infamous Book of Lists.
Answer:
Michael Medved; David Wallechinsky
b. In 2004, a similar book, What Really Happened to the Class of '93, was released, chronicling the whereabouts of
alumni from a D.C.-area high school. It was written by this former editor at Salon.com.
Answer:
Chris Colin
24. United States Quarters: collect all 50. Or name the states given the mottos on fake quarters designed by the writers of
Late Night with Conan O'Brien for five points each and a five-point bonus for all correct.
a. Home of Martha Stewart's first Lesbian Prison Brawl
West Virginia
Answer:
b. Even our state has a mullet.
Oklahoma
Answer:
c. Birthplace of presidents from Texas
Answer:
Connecticut
d. Come teach us to read our own quarter!
Answer:
Alabama
e. Exhibitate nos vestra titae.
Answer:
Louisiana
(My Latin isn't great, but I'm pretty sure that translates as "Show us your boobs.")
25. Answer these related questions FTP each.
a. This Minnesota native writes the "Air and Space" column for Sports Illustrated.
Answer:
Steve Rushin
b. Rushin is married to this former Connecticut women's basketball star and original member of the WNBA's New York
Liberty.
Answer:
Rebecca Lobo
c. This actor got married twice in 2004 - his title character on NBC's Ed to Carol Vessey in the series finale, and in real
life to Sports Illustrated photo editor Maureen Grise.
Tom Cavanagh
Answer:

